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CHAPTER II 

THEORITICAL REVIEW 

 

2. 1.  The Definition of Secretary 

 

Secretary is someone who helps a leader or leadership or corporate entities, 

especially for doing the activities that will support administrative managerial activities of 

a leader or operations of the company. 

According to Dan M Barun and Ramon C, as cited by Bratawidjaja and Wiyasa 

Thomas in their hand book “Sekretaris Profesional”:” secretary is the leader‟s servant 

who responsible for accepting dictation, drafting letters or corresponding, welcoming 

visitors, checking, and reminding leaders on official duty or promises and performing 

many other tasks that has to be done that has influence the improvement of  leadership 

effectiveness”. 

As cited by Bratawidjaja and Wiyasa Thomas in their book“Sekertaris 

Profesional”The term secretary, according toPrayudi Atmosudirdjoin  his book entitled 

“Secretary and Office Administration”page 29“ 'secretary' in taken from Dutch 

'secretaris' or English 'secret', which comes from Latin 'Secretum', which means 

„thesecret'. Simply, secretary can be defined as someone who is believed, give someone 

who keeps secrets or as an employee who handles confidential things (confidential 

employee)” . 

According to Webster dictionary ( Sutarto, 1997)“secretary is an employee who 

maintains slips, correspondence, and other administrative tasks, as well as employees 

who heads various jobs, or employees who heads a government development”. 

As cited by Sutarto,in his book “Secretary and Tatawarkat”, and according to 

(http://www.pengertianahli.com/2014/05/pengertian-sekretaris-menurut-para-ahli.html) 

cites some opinions about the meaning of  secretaryfrom the experts as follows: 

http://www.pengertianahli.com/2014/05/pengertian-sekretaris-menurut-para-ahli.html
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a) According to H.W.Fowler and F.G.Fowler Secretary is: 

“ Someone who works for other people by taking responsible on the tasks related 

to correspondence, paperwork, obtaining information, and other confidential tasks.An 

employee designated by communities or companies or associations to conduct 

corresponding, keeping files, especially those dealing with the company, and Minister 

who leads the United States and the Vatican government office” . 

b) According to Louis C.Nanassy and William Selden,Secretary is: 

“ An office employee who has a more responsible position more than a 

stenographer and usually the duties involve taking dictation and copying, dealing with the 

public to answer the phone, making an invitation formeeting, making agreements, and 

keeping or achieving files, letters, and others. A secretary often acts as a helper or youth 

leader in administration “. (Yatimah: 2009) 

Based on the definitions stated by the expert above, we can conclude that 

secretary is someone who is trusted by the leader in helping to facilitate the work, 

especially for administrative activities that support the managerial tasks of the leader or 

company activities, and help the leader in developing the system of relationships 

(communication) with subordinates and other parties who have the same purpose in the 

company. 

 

2. 2.  Kinds of Secretary 

According to Diane Daniels and Ann Barron in their book about "Professional Secretary" 

(1995), types of secretary can be categorized as follows: 

• Secretary in an Institution (Organization) 

Secretary in an organization is someone who leads a small part or a secretariat of a 

company in a particular goverment agency whose primary function is to coordinate all 

administrative services that support the operations of the company. In addition, besides  

working based on the instructions, sometimes a secretary also in charge and has a position 
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as a 'model leader'  which has the authority to participate 6yyin making decisions, 

directing, coordinating administrative services, conducting surveillance, andmasking 

improvements and rules on the job description. As a result, being a secretary in an 

organization, she/he must understand well about the organization's objectives, principles, 

and basic principles in management. 

Another terms of secretary in an organization is the company secretary, the head 

of the secretariat, corporate secretary, manager or administrator.For example, general 

secretary, district secretary, secretary in a company.Based on these descriptions, an 

organizational secretary has the following characteristics: 

 Having the authority in making policies. 

 Having  responsible in dong management tasks namely making the 

organization’s plan, making decisions, directing, coordinating the 

administrative services, even observing and evaluating. 

 Having responsible to make a report to the boss.  

 

• Personal Secretary and Leader Secretary  

Private secretary has status as a manager, even though he/she had to be in charge 

for the members. He/she is a co-leader with the main task is performing the special duties 

of the leader. 

The characteristics of such personal secretary are; 

 Playing role as an executor, not a leader. 

 Having no authority to make policy 

 Doing only the office tasks.  

 Being responsible to certain leaders. 

Personal Secretary in this sense is not the staff employees of an organization or 

company, but was appointed and paid by the individual.For example an artist's personal 

secretary and the president's personal secretary. 
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The leader’s secretary  is someone who helps the leader to do the main tasks of 

office administration in order to meet the goals of managerial activities.  

Diane Daniels and Ann Barron, 1995 

 

2. 3.  Tasks and Functions of Secretary 

According to Bratawidjaja and Thomas Wiyasa, in their book “Sekretaris                 

Professional” There are some duties of a secretary such as: 

• Routine Tasks is the common tasks or every day tasks which are need to be done 

without waiting for specific instructions from the leader or without waiting its which is 

ruled based on the job description.(For example; manage and control the correspondence, 

handle and manage archives, serve the office guests, make and receive phone calls, 

arrange schedules activities of the leader, make report and minutes of meetings) 

• Special Tasks are Tasks ordered by the head which need special solving through 

the suggestion of the leader. For example: drafting agreement letter, arranging secret 

letter, buying gifts. 

• SpecificTasks are tasks concerning the leader’s needs such as: playing role as 

the mediator in delivering information, reminding the leader about the insurance payment, 

accompanying the leader to join the meetings, and checking the office equipments. 

• Receptionist Tasks are tasks related to receiving phone calls, taking notes on the 

messages received through the phone, welcoming visitors, and making appointment for 

the boss. 

• Financial Tasks refer to managing the finances such as: handlefinancial 

dealings between the boss and the bank, pay bills, arrange the payment for small business, 

take note and provide fund for the routine needs. 

• Social Tasks are dealing with being charity to the society, managing the leaders 

activities in the office, managing the activities preparation and invitation, giving fund for 

charity.   
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• Incidental Task are the tasks that need to be done in a particular situation 

namely: preparing meeting agendas, preparing reports or leaders’ reports/statements, 

representing the leader, making news summaries. 

• Administrative Tasks are do corresponding, do filing, share information via 

telephone, arrange schedules, manage the operation of the office tools, arrange the tour 

and accommodation.  

• Business Meeting Tasks are dealing with determining the right time and place, 

providing food and drink, providing writing utensils for work, and ensuring the invitation. 

The functions of a secretary in an organization can be viewed from three aspects, 

namely; based on the scope of secretarial duties, the secretary position in the organization, 

and the relationship between the secretary and his/her leader. 

The function of secretary seen from its scope and duties is divided into two parts 

as follows: 

• Primary Function 

The primary functionof a secretary are; to provide services or administrative 

services that support the operational activities of the organization / company / 

organizational units through working skills namely; typing, managing business, making 

and receiving telephone call,  arranging letters and other management files, writing 

agenda, multiplying materials, etc.  

The example tasks of a secretary are:  typing a report made by the employer, 

taking phone calls, arranging incoming mails, saving or retrievin files needed by the boss, 

setting the agendas about the boss activities. 

 

• Secondary Functions 

Besides the primary functions, there are also secondary functions of a secretary 

which secretary guarantee the operation of the organization / company and is responsible 
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for the routine activities of the office by having ability to responsible on some parts such 

as business enterprises, banking and financial statistics,human relations, communication, 

meeting preparation techniques, etc. 

Examples of tasks a secretary needs to do in his/her secondary functions are: gives 

information about the products to someone who needs such information by the phone, 

helps the boss to take care of certain problems relating to the bank, makes improvements, 

formats the report, petty cash made every month in order to be easily assessed, creates 

good relationships with colleagues in the same organization/company, creates flexible 

communication with other companies, and makes good preparations for meetings. 

The function of a secretary function seen from hisher position in the organization, 

are as follows. 

• Staff or employee 

• Receptionits 

• Telephone operators 

• archivists 

• Typist  

• Vice chairman 

• Public relations officer 

• Individuals 

The functions of a secretary seen from his/her relationship with the leader are: 

• Manager’s guard, 

• Personal Assistant 

• Nurses, and 

• Advisor 
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2. 4.  Requirements of Secretary  

According to Bratawidjaja and Thomas Wiyasa, in their book “Sekretaris                 

Professional” There are some requirements of secretary such as: 

• Education Requirements 

 High school graduated or graduate from secretary education department. 

• Skills Requirements 

 Be able to speak Indonesian well. 

 Be able to speak at least one foreign language. 

 Be able to do administrative tasks. 

 Have the ability to work as a secretary, be able to type, be able to operate 

the offices machines, be able to write reports, etc. 

 Be able to use computer well/computer literate. 

• Having integrity 

• Trusted in keeping secrets 

• Having diligence and faithfulness in doing the duties. 

• Having ability as an internal public 

 

2. 5.  Secretary Attitudes in Working 

According to Diane Daniels, Ann Barron (1995), in their hand book “sekretaris 

Professional” There are 5 working attitudes that must be owned by a professional 

secretary: 

• Accuracy 
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A secretary also must be accustomed his/her self to be accurate and careful in 

working. When a secretary is not accurate and careful in working, it will lead to two 

possibilities: 

 A careful leader will find a lot of mistakes on the result that needs to be re-

checked by the secretary. This problem can influence the leader’s work. 

 A careless leader will easily found in trouble that leads to the failure in 

working. It happens because of the faults done by the secretary. 

• Do  Tasks Perfectly 

A secretary must be able to work perfectly and completely from beginning to 

endwithout much instruction from the leader.  In this case, the leader only describes the 

main problem but the secretary understands it well and does it perfectly and completely. 

• Think carefully before action 

A secretary who thinks carefully before making an action would reduce the risk 

faced by him/her, so that it does not making loss for the leader or the organization. 

Therefore, the secretary needs to consider the following steps: 

 Finds many information about the problems faced 

 Tries to learn and analyze other factors with the problem faced. 

  Makes some alternatives in order to solve the problem, then choose the 

ones with minimal risks. 

 Acts in accordance with the decisions made.  

• Thoughtful/have many ideas 

A secretary who is thoughtful/has many ideas means that he/she knows the 

solutions for the problems faced so he/she will not desperate when facing problem.   

• Initiatives 
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Initiatives mean the ability of the secretary to find the easiest way for doing the tasks 

without waiting the order from others. An initiative secretary will have the ability to do 

things as follows: 

  Knowing and understanding the problem, 

 Trying to know the closely factors related to the existing problems and 

analyze them, 

 Considering whether it needs an action or not. 

 Doing follow-up based on the considerations made. 

 Public Relations 

If he/she works as a public relation, he/she will be looked more cheerful. 

However, when dealing with people who are involved in legal law or banker, you should 

dress in a proper way will be better. 

 Architects, Advertising Agencies and Artistic 

When he/she works in the creative part, it allows you to appear more cheerful or 

fashionable. However, if he/she works in the front office, he/she should wear good 

looking clothes so people will not underestimate him/her. 

 Marketing 

When he/she works in the marketing parts, he/she needs to wear casual clothes but 

he/she should not wear old-fashioned clothes. 

 

2.6.   The Importance of English for Secretary 

Secretary is a leader in helping initiate and complete a job. A secretary is also an 

intermediary for people who want to deal with a boss or vice versa. He was also a good 

relationship builder between the company and the outside community. And besides that, 

the secretary every day to communicate with his guests from various levels, groups and 

various individuals who each different backgrounds, different social status, different 
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interests, different positions, then secretary demanded to be able to understand the parties 

in connection therewith. 

For that a secretary must be able to communicate well and mastering Indonesian 

and several foreign languages such as English well, so it can communicate with his 

guest’s executive level, and is able to assist management in negotiating. He also 

demanded to choose words and construct sentences properly and clearly, delight all those 

who communicate with it. 

The ability to communicate and interact with leaders, outsiders and also business 

associates a very important role for a secretary, she also must have extensive knowledge 

to be able to compete in the business world. 

English is the capital to compete for a better job and an international language 

connecting any language, but it is also the English language we can: 

 improve career, 

 Get a higher position than peers who do not have it. 

 make it easier to communicate with anyone, anywhere also be 

 we can make confident and never be afraid to do anything 

 Understand 'English' is very important in the work because almost every 

day we will definitely see the words in the English language indirectly. 

Most companies also sometimes use English to correspond well with the 

relationship as well as the internal party. 

English in the business world it is used for business, correspondence and meetings 

with Caucasians Cassian’s who do not want to learn and do not speak Indonesian. 

In Conclusion: 

English is very important for the secretary, as the secretary understand the English 

language will be easy to establish a relationship of any party. In other words secretary 

easy to communicate with anyone. Besides, also in the English language works almost 

every day we will certainly see the words in the English language indirectly. 
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Especially in foreign companies certainly English highly charged. With English 

anyway we become more confident and improve our careers 

.(http://siscaciut.blogspot.com/2009/09/pentingnya-bahasa-inggris.html) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


